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the management module can handle food allergies, unit check-ins, meal orders, bar orders and more. the module supports many traditional food allergies, such as wheat, milk, eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, and
more, and can also be adapted for other allergies. many schools follow the advance packed lunch or advance student meals program, which allows some students to order extra food items that are not included
in their free and reduced-price breakfast and lunch. that lets you offer a wider variety of menu items, adapt to different meal times, and ensure that the nutritional needs of your students are met. the integrated

meal module ensures that your guests are provided with the meals that are appropriate for them, and if you include a special meal order, your guests will be able to specify their dietary requirements before
placing an order. with the integrated meal module, you can create a special meal order with dietary requirements. and with the support for unicode data, you can support diet requests that use a different

written language. daylite is a cloud-based software that offers a refreshingly different approach to event management. you can choose from multiple templates and sizes, all of which are personalizable, and
events start within minutes without ever requiring a server install. because its up to date on every new software release, it ensures that your event details are always accurate and that every site visitor or

attendee has an engaging experience. daylite makes event planning easier than ever. no more paper contracts, no more hours of rekeying up details. it keeps everything in the cloud and on your computer in an
easy to access form. you can even invite guests online or from your desktop. if theres a problem, you can even send the event to someone else to help with the details! daylite is a breeze to use, but thats not
all. its integrated with facebook event pages, google calendar, zoho calendar, outlook and much more. there is also built in features that allow you to build as much custom functionality into your event as youd

like, and this can be added at any time. daylite works with ios and android mobile apps. its also fully mobile enabled and can be accessed at any time, anywhere from any device.
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stefan gruber is the creator of
fiserv studio. stefan is the owner
of gigabyte technology group gb.
and itxcomputer gmbh. he is an

international german
entrepreneur, trainer and the

author of many columns on the
internet. after completing his

studies in computer science, he
worked as a developer and

architect. the santa clarita school
is in the heart of the antelope

valley, a region of 10,000 square
miles that's a twenty minute
drive from los angeles. the
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school has drawn students from
43 cities in the region and as far
away as the central valley and
the san gabriel mountains. the
school is a national leader in

performing arts education and
recently won the international
music ensemble association's
prestigious avid award for its

unique comprehensive
curriculum. richie nana is

president and founder of nana
marketing inc., a digital

marketing firm specializing in
display, search, and video

advertising. he is a frequent
speaker at industry conferences,

hosting on and in many of
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google's various tech platforms.
he is also an avid user of adobe,
skype, and google software, as

well as an android user. datacast
helps nonprofits and causes

communicate effectively using
technology. this nonprofit

journalism watchdog strives for
unbiased coverage of technology

and digital communications
issues, while maintaining an

understanding of their practical
applications. datacast editor in

chief and founder, patrick
mercer, serves as the liaison

between non-profit and startup
companies. we specialize in
digital marketing, content
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strategy, saas, apps, and
nonprofits. we’re driven by the
belief that a good story and a

good idea can change the world.
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